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The only training guide for making the move from indoor to outdoor climbing. The first book in our

new Mountaineers Outdoor Expert Series, which will provide in-depth instruction on a variety of

climbing topics. Surpasses other training guides with a new level of instruction, clarity, and safety.

Complements any indoor or outdoor climbing course. Climbing: From Gym to Crag helps indoor

climbers safely make the transition from a controlled climbing environment, which requires few

technical skills and presents no objective dangers, to the outdoor environment, where the risks and

rewards require a well-honed set of basic skills and awareness. Each of the four sections-Indoor

Climbing, Sport Climbing, Traditional Climbing, and Retreat Techniques-contains instructional

chapters on safety, belaying, technique, leading, and anchors. Transitional skills are taught in a

logical progression so climbers can begin at the point in the text that their skills dictate. Key

Transition Exercises walk climbers through steps on the ground so they can safely master

techniques that are not found indoors or are done differently outdoors.
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Any gym climbers who are aspiring to climb outside must buy this book. It is a very comprehensive

book that helps guide the transition from gym climbing to outdoor climbing. There are detailed

exercises on proper top rope placement, rappelling, self-rescue, and a number of other safety

issues. The advice is clear and safe. You really should go with someone more experienced when



you try these techniques, but the book makes an excellent case for being safe and going beyond

what is normally done. For example, you should back up your rappel with an autoblock or a

fireman's belay. Why not do this easy thing that may save your life? Your friend that teaches you

how to climb may not show you these lifesaving techniques. I rarely see people back up their

rappel!As you get more experienced and want to make the transition to trad climbing, it teaches

important techniques like making a multi-directional anchor for your first trad anchor by using a

sliding girth hitch. It takes extra time, but it may save your life by preventing all your gear placement

from zippering (popping out) after your fall. Happy climbing and safe climbing to you!

I've been gym climbing off and on for years, mostly in the last three months as there is an excellent

wall at the school I go to, and found this book to be quite helpful in getting me ready for the trip

outside. I have been able to climb outside in the past only with the help of other more experienced

climbers, and thanks to the help of this book and other resources, I am beginning to feel comfortable

going out without the help. However, do not let this book be your only resource. There are many

terms not adequately defined and several concepts are not introduced, but are referenced. For

instance, the author refers to the "magic X", a method of attaching to anchors, but never defines it,

and doesn't even say anything more than "use the magic x method of equalizing the anchors" for

many pages. However, if you have other available sources of information, this guide can fill the

gaps.

Very well written and organized however some confusion once in a while withthe illustrations being

mis or non labeled.The magic x should have been defined earlier in the text.Limited look at building

anchors.Minor items - loved reading it.

As a climbing guide I found the book accurate with easy to follow text and great photos. Novices as

well as seasoned climbers will learn a ton of usefull and important techniques.

This book was a thorough and easy-to-understand overview of gym climbing, sport climbing, and

trad climbing. For a complete novice it does a great job of illuminating some of the mysteries

associated with things like building anchors, traditional and multi-pitch climbing, and the beginnings

of self-rescue. I would say that it goes above and beyond describing just the transition between the

gym and the crag. One word of caution (which the book reiterates): just because you've read this

book and practiced the "key-transition exercises" doesn't mean you are an expert climber. If you're



a novice you should still seek the guidance of someone who is an expert.
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